Practise reading the
high frequency words ‘Word Wall’
to develop confident word
recognition and learn to spell
these tricky words to improve
writing fluency.

Design your own bright and colourful
carnival outfit. Research costumes and
outfits on the computer to help you
develop your own ideas. Then, draw an
illustration of your outfit.
You could label the different parts of
your design, collage with sequins,
pieces of fabric, ribbons and feathers
or write a brief description about
your costume for the Rio carnival
parade.

Write a fact file, booklet or poster
about one of Brazil’s many exotic birds
or animals. You should include a picture
of your chosen animal, its name, a
description , information about its
habitat, what it likes to eat, its size
and behaviours, and at least one
interesting or surprising fact!

Find some Brazilian recipes online and
try making them with your family.
Take photographs of the preparing,
cooking and tasting processes.
Use the photos to make a timeline to
show how to make the food. Or write
out the recipe and include a photo of
the end result. Rate your chosen
recipe out of five stars.

Know the number bonds of 10 – pairs
of numbers that add to make 10 –
and use these facts to learn the
number bonds that add to make 20
e.g. if 4+6=10 then 14+6=20

Create a 3-D model of a Brazilian
feature or landmark.
For example, the statue of Christ the
Redeemer, a Favela, the Amazon
Rainforest, a beach, San Rafael falls,
Rio Carnival float, national
flower/animal
Use any material of your choice e.g.
recyclable/junk materials, lego,
playdough, card/paper etc..

Know the number doubles to double
10 and halves of numbers within 20
e.g. Double 4 is 8 (4+4=8)
so
Half of 8 is 4

Find out about some famous
Brazilian sports stars, film stars,
dancers or singers.
What interesting facts will you
discover?

Learn to tell the time to the
hour, half hour and quarter hour
on an anologue clock.
Begin to read these times on a
digital clock.

For sports stars you could choose
Pele, Neymar or Ayrton Senna or
maybe the actress Carmen
Miranda.

Practise using coins to make small
amounts. When confident handling
money, practise giving change
from 10p and 20p.

Choose a Brazilian animal to look at
in more detail.
Draw it and label the parts of its
body .
Or perhaps create a painting or
collage.

Make a map or montage of Brazil to
show/celebrate the important
features, landmarks and culture of
this colourful country. You could
include the location of the capital
city, the Brazilian flag, well-known
beaches and the Rio Carnival.

Find out what language is spoken in
Brazil.
Translate our topic title: Rio de Vida
Learn some other words and simple
phases in the language and impress
your classmates!
Can you make a list of useful words
and phrases to teach your friends?

Daily/regular reading of the home
reading book, focusing on reading
accuracy, fluency, expression and
comprehension.
Continue to practise phonic
recognition (Read Write Inc) to
increase decoding skills.

The activities in the corner boxes are intended to be prioritised.
Children may then choose to complete a minimum of 3 other activities at a time suitable to them.

